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Top 25 Tips and Techniques to connect to key Bible verses

We all learn in different ways. Some respond to more visual expressions. Others

learn by anchoring facts to numbers, phrases, or objects. Some have a

photographic memory (don’t we wish). There are many ways which work. With

today’s technology, there are some tips and tools which make it even easier and

more effective regardless of how easy (or hard) it is to remember key verses. These

25 Tips and Techniques (both high-tech and low-tech) may be useful in leveraging

technology to help in expanding your memory of favorite Bible Verses. Many

techniques are listed for Apple devices or Windows device users but apply to

Google, Android, etc. devices and tools as well.

1. Picture perfect: Use your smart phone to photograph verses on bookmarks,

Facebook posts, Pinterest photos with verses, magazines or printed Bible

resources. On your Camera Roll, create an Album called ‘Verses’ or ‘Bible

Verses’ or ‘TTFGW’ (short for Take Time For God’s Word, is what I called it)

and link these photos of verses to that Album. Edit them to be just that

verse… brighten them… etc. Then look through that Album to see how many

you know (by heart). Keep reviewing it and adding even more!

2. Alarming news: Set an Alarm to the time (i.e. verse) that you want to

remember and have it ring at that time. It will cause you to check the time

and focus on that verse (until you have it in your mind). Name the Alarm (if

it allows) to the Verse (e.g. 12:12 Romans). Set several alarms throughout

your day. Once you have those verses now remembered, set other alarms.

3. Remind me (again): Set Reminders to the time (verse). These can be set

to repeat (daily, weekly, etc.). You can type (or cut/ paste) the verse into

the text of the reminder so that it displays when the Reminder comes due.

(You may even want to set different ‘ring tones’ for Alarms, Reminders, etc.).

4. Task Lists: Set Tasks (same type of setup as Reminders) but this may be for

‘new verses’ or longer passages. Tasks for each day/ week will help to make

this a long-term habit and one which you will use often.

5. Ready – Action: Set Action Items (same type of setup as Reminders) but this

may be for your favorite verses OR those that you need to work on in daily
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living (e.g. Deuteronomy 15:10 “Give generously to the poor, not

grudgingly…” (NLT)) Use this option for those that are most important to

you or of most immediate value to you.

6. Make a Note: Create Notes that list favorite verses or verses from a Theme

(e.g. Hope, Forgiveness, Praise, etc.). Just list the reference number (e.g.

5:16 1 Thessalonians) or add a few words to start the verse (e.g. “Rejoice

Always”…. Yes, that is the whole verse). You can create several lists of Notes

with the first line becoming the Title for that Note (e.g. ‘Verses’ or ‘Special

Verses’) and then add all that you want. (This is a great tool for capturing

and reviewing verses).

7. Meet Me: Create a Calendar event. Like the Reminders, Tasks, or Actions,

you can actually schedule a Calendar meeting, event, etc. on a specific Date/

Time. This will show up in your Calendar and will notify you when it is about

to happen. You can set every morning at 7:07 (Matthew) to be, “Ask and it

will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be

opened to you.” (NIV) You can have this repeat every day. What a GREAT

way to start the day! Then add others throughout the day at various times.

Set the chime/ sound to be something different so that you know what it

represents. Maybe even download a ring-tone of a favorite Christian song

as a further reminder. I know this will fill up your calendar BUT it’s because

we are all so busy that we need to have some focused time and attention on

meeting up with God throughout the day. It is the MOST important meeting

you will have each day, I am sure!

8. Playing Favorites: Set your links as Favorites. In your browser, find your best

verses (hopefully on Take Time For God’s Word website) and make them

Favorites. Do this for other sites (e.g. Biblegateway.com or Biblehub.com)

so that you can get to your saved verses quickly and so that you have a LONG

list of favorites to choose from every time you go to Favorites.

9. The Apps have it: Download Bible apps. There are many good Bible apps

for the mobile devices (i.e. phones, iPods, tablets, laptops, etc.) so that you

have the whole Bible with you at all times…maybe even multiple translations.
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You can create your own list of verses within those apps to come back to and

to review from time-to-time. There are other great Bible reading and Bible

Study options to use as well. Again, the Take Time For God’s Word process

(and www.taketimeforgodsword.com or on Facebook) are to be only one

part of your Spiritual growth. We all need to spend time daily in reading and

studying God’s Word (and finding new favorite verses which speak to your

heart and your needs).

10.Christian site-ing: Sign up for other Christian Web sites and their ‘verse-of-

the-day’ or Bible devotions. I know that we all feel that we get too much

(junk) email BUT these are really important. Just a quick glance at the

verse(s) which they are sharing will be a trigger to you to read that verse OR

to “Take Time…” for other verses when you see the email(s). At least you

will have material worth reading in your email folder… that will be

worthwhile all by itself.

11.Say What?: Use the Voice Recorder. Most mobile phones (and many

newer iPads, laptops, etc.) have Voice Recorders so that you can say the

verse you want to remember and then save the file. You can then playback

the verse(s) which you recorded so that you are hearing it in your own voice.

Once you have it committed to memory, you can erase it and add more (or

keep it and build up a whole library of recorded verses which are meaningful

and helpful to you.)

12.Speak Boldly: Dictate the verse(s) to save them for future reference. The

Voice Recorder app on most phones will also translate the spoken words to

written words. You can then copy, paste, edit and save them to a file of

favorites (or put them in Reminders, Tasks, etc.). That way you are

leveraging technology to keep the information in multiple forms (e.g. sound,

print, pictures, etc.). It truly does help in the memorization process when

we can leverage other senses as the imprinting of these verses will be

stronger AND the triggers to remember them will be more frequent and

active.

http://www.taketimeforgodsword.com/
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13.Color my world: Make them colorful! Once you have verses as text

(through any input, copy/ paste, etc.), you can then use various colors of

letters so that they stand out in your mind….(just like in the ‘old’ King James

Bibles, the words of Jesus were always in red… they stood out as being more

important). Maybe purple is a favorite color so that several of your most

favorite verses are in purple. When you see the color purple (which you

probably see quite often), you will likely think of one or more of these verses.

Maybe a friend or relative (maybe a parent who has passed away) loved

green so that you create some verses in green. Seeing that color will trigger

a memory of the verse(s) that they loved and will also trigger thoughts of

them and their influence on your life.

14.Be Bold and Beautiful: With the MANY choices of fonts, styles, and sizes,

you can make your choice of verses to be 40 pt. type to really make it stand

out. It can be in various type fonts/ styles based on how you think of that

verse. Then whenever you see that style (e.g. Calligraphy) it will also

help to trigger your thinking back to that verse and what it says to you in that

moment. We all relate to a variety of things that make it personal to us. Be

creative. Be expressive. Be to the glory of God!

15.My handsome ‘prints’: (Bad pun, sorry, but a practical idea). Make them

visible and print them. Ok, so this may seem ‘low-tech’ to some of you BUT

I have a bulletin board (you know, the cork kind) at home with LOTS of

printed verses tacked up there. Whenever I look up from my computer,

there it is. And, often throughout the day, different verses (and colors and

font sizes) get my attention and I love remembering and repeating those

verses. While I know society is working to become paperless (and we have

be trying for about 30 years now… not there yet, I can assure you), it is OK to

print your favorites and to use those as opportunities to bring to mind all the

blessings and promises which God has for you in Christ.

16.Magnetic personality?: Make them magnetic. Ok, I know that your ink-

on-paper is not magnetic BUT I am sure that you already have a refrigerator

full of magnets from vacations, ads, clips, etc. So, take your favorites which

you printed (or get samples from www.taketimeforgodsword.com/samples)

http://www.taketimeforgodsword.com/samples
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and hang them up as a visual reminder to you throughout the day. When

you think you know it, move it to another part of the refrigerator (e.g. side,

door, even the back) just to test your memory to see if you truly have it.

These verses may be the best material which you have hanging up there AND

it is a witness and testimony to those who may come into your house. They

may comment about them and you may get to share your faith with others

AND you will have many new verses to use and share with them. You may

even want to take down the printed verse and give it to them for their

refrigerator. It is OK to pass it on… that is what we are called to do.

17.Permanent Markers: Make them permanent. You may have a ‘life verse’

(mine are Romans 12:12 and 2 Cor 6:9-10, in case you didn’t know that about

me) and you may want it framed and placed on a wall or mirror or someplace

prominent in your home. It is not that you don’t know the verse, it is just

that you want others to know that that verse is just so precious and special

to you. (And it is OK to have multiple ‘life verses’… it is not greedy, just part

of that abundant life that we are all called to lead).

18.Carrying it out: Make them portable. It is great to carry God’s Word with

you at all times. Bible apps on the phone are great. The phone doesn’t

weigh any more if you use up all 16G, 32G, 64G, etc. of storage, so load it up.

Also, there are several different formats for printing verses (see

www.taketimeforgodsword.com/samples). There are folding cards (which

fold to the size of a credit card). There are ‘bill size’ formats (which are the

size of a US dollar bill (almost)). And if you print them on colorful paper (e.g.

neon green), you can’t miss them whenever you take out a credit card or pull

out cash for buying something. It is just another way to bring to mind a

verse or verses from God’s Word to re-mind you of who you are and whose

you are. Try it. It works great!!

19.Let me Repeat: Make it repeat often. To take idea number 1 (i.e.

Photograph verses) one step further, once you have built up a library of

photos of the verses (from cards, bookmarks that come in the mail, calendar

pages which have verses and great photos on them, Facebook posts,

Pinterest, etc.), you can save those to a jump drive, an SD card, or other

http://www.taketimeforgodsword.com/samples
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format memory cards. Then, you can insert those into the electronic ‘photo

frame’ devices so that these repeat throughout the day. You can set it on

30 second or 1 minute intervals so that throughout the day, while in the

kitchen (as an example), you are seeing these verses and seeing them change

over and over again. You will soon just glance at a verse and you will

remember it and say it to yourself. What a great encouragement to have

throughout the day.

20.Wall-to-Wall: Make it your wallpaper. Ok, not the literal wall ‘wallpaper’

(but that would be very creative), the screen saver or wallpaper on your

computer or mobile device. It can be just one verse or a picture with a verse

on it OR you can make a collage of many favorite verses to be saved as one

image (e.g. using MS PowerPoint or other tools to put several images into

one composite). That way, when you look at it, you are seeing lots of

favorite verses. As you see them, some will stand out as those may be the

ones which are speaking to your situation at that time.

21.Remember TTFGW: Check out www.taketimeforgodsword.com often.

The site has the digital time displayed which then causes the Verse at the

bottom of the Home page to change with the time(s) of day. No, there is

not a verse for every minute of every hour in a day (at least not yet). But, it

does change frequently and it may be a good way for you to find some new

verses by checking back often throughout the day and throughout each

week. If you have favorites which are not yet listed, please put them in the

‘contact us’ email and we will work to get them added. We are always

looking to expand our reference base for our members. We are still learning

with you and we love it!

22.Keys to learning: Put the verse number or reference on your keychain (just

a label or sticker will do). Some of you may already have a verse or cross or

other symbol attached to your keys. Use that as a ‘trigger’ to a favorite verse

or to cause you to check the time to trigger a verse memory. This works for

other items as well (e.g. hat, coats, gloves, shoes, etc.) Link those verses to

items of clothing and repeat it each morning / evening when changing.

Maybe it is associated with objects in your house or work (e.g. door, stairs,

http://www.taketimeforgodsword.com/
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lamp, etc.) when you see them, it will trigger a verse and soon you will know

it… then add another.

23.Let it show: Put it on your license plate frame OR as a Personal License Plate

number (e.g. JOHN 316 would be great!!). That way you will be reminded

when you drive and so will the car behind you in traffic. If it is bumper-to-

bumper, they will learn it in just one commute and you may be witnessing

to dozens of different people every day. Maybe it is a bumper sticker or a

‘fish’ emblem or other Christian symbol that helps trigger a verse for you…

and maybe it will for other believers as well. 5:16 Matthew, “Let your light

so shine before others…” (NIV)

24. Put on the whole armor: Maybe it is ‘putting on the whole armor’ from

Ephesians 6:13-17 and that is a shirt or hat with your verse on it as well.

There are various Christian stores (and web sites) which may have some of

these now (and maybe the TTFGW.org site will someday, too). It is a way to

give a ‘silent testimony’ which speaks volumes to others about what you

believe in. Sure, you may get a comment or two from others who are non-

believers BUT at least you know they were presented with the word of God

today! That’s a start. Then keep praying for them. Truly they need all the

help we can give for them to make a change in their lives. 6:17 Ephesians

“Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word

of God.” (NIV) (Underline is for my emphasis).

25.Pin it on: No, not Pinterest (although that is not a bad idea either… we will

work on that). I was thinking about pins for your lapel or dress or just to

have on a jacket. Many years ago at a Bible Camp where I was Program

Director (i.e. Riverside Lutheran Bible Camp, Story City, IA), we had a button

machine were we could design buttons and then press them out. One just

said ‘RA’ with the small print of 1 Thess 5:16 (“Rejoice Always.”). Others just

had verse numbers (e.g. Romans 8:28) on them. Again, you can be creative

on what and how you may want to use this option to help you (and others)

to add more meaningful verses to your vocabulary.
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So, that’s 25 ways that you can use with some high-tech and low-tech options

to help you in focusing on some key verses and putting them where you are

bound to see them or hear them throughout your day. The key is to Take Time

For God’s Word many times during your daily activities. Just because we get

busy and forget about Him, He is always thinking about us.

If you have other ideas and if you want to share them, please let us know at

editor@taketimeforgodsword.com and we will try to add to this list through

blogs or links in the future.

mailto:editor@taketimeforgodsword.com

